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Coonabarabran is largely a grazing community that benefits from
tourism in the local area. Decreases in the local population and
employment in the agriculture and non-agriculture private sectors
between 2001 and 2006, were partly offset by jobs growth
between 2006 and 2011 in both sectors.
Employment in the government services sector has grown by 27%
since 2001, contributing to the changing structure of the local
economy. For agriculture, there are some benefits arising from the
more recent switch in landuse from grazing to cropping.
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The general social and economic conditions of the Coonabarabran
community indicate some potential challenges if adapting to
large changes. There is limited irrigation in the Coonabarabran
community and no water recovery is anticipated.
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Coonabarabran and surrounds
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What the research tells us

POPULATION
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Demographic changes
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Between 2001 and 2011, the Coonabarabran
community population fell by 332 people
(7%). This arose from an 8% decrease in the
population between 2001 and 2006 and a
1% increase between 2006 and 2011. The
town of Coonabarabran experienced similar
movements to the timing and scale of
change in the population as the community
outside of the town. In 2011, 18% of

Coonabarabran’s town population identified
as Aboriginal.

EDUCATION

for advantage and disadvantage, and 4 for
education and occupation.

By 2011, 48% of the population in the town
(aged over 15) had completed year 12 and 26%
completed some post-school qualifications. The
latter is an increase from 23% in 2001.
In 2011, Coonabarabran town had index scores
of 2 for economic resources, disadvantage
and for advantage and disadvantage, and
4 for education and occupation. For 2006,
Coonabarabran had index scores of 2 for
economic resources and for disadvantage, 3

In 2001, 46% of the town population was
45 years or older. This increased to 51%
by 2011. The change in overall population
includes a 4% increase in the number of
people aged 45 years or older and a 14%
decrease in the number of people under 45.

General social and economic condition
Social and economic conditions
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EMPLOYMENT
Employment by industry
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In 2011, there were 1,356 full time
equivalent (FTE) jobs in the Coonabarabran
community (excluding seasonal workers).
Total employment in the Coonabarabran
community was fairly stable between 2001
and 2011. Unemployment in the town of
Coonabarabran was 8% in 2011.

LAND USE
Coonabarabran’s agricultural industry is
predominantly based on grazing, which
accounts for 87% of the landuse across the
community. Dryland farming utilises around
12% of the land area. Irrigation production
is quite limited with only a small number of
hectares identified as potentially being used
for irrigated production.

Across the period from 2001 to 2011, jobs
in the agriculture and agriculture supply
sector fell by 6% (24 FTE). A 12% decline
for this sector between 2001 and 2006 was
followed by a 6% increase between 2006
and 2011. For the non-agriculture private
sector, employment also fell by 6% (33 FTE)
between 2001 and 2011. The 8% decrease in
jobs for this sector between 2001 and 2006
was followed by a 2% rise in jobs between
2006 and 2011. For the government
services sector, employment increased by
27% (95 FTE) between 2001 and 2011.

The Coonabarabran area produces mostly
livestock, including beef, sheep and pigs, and
crops such as lucerne and oats.
Land use
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IRRIGATION WATER AVAILABILITY
In Coonabarabran, a small volume of entitlements are
held for water in the Macquarie-Castlereagh catchment.
In 2004, the Water Sharing Plan for the Macquarie and
Cudgegong Regulated Rivers Water Source came into
effect. It included changes to the rules for accessing
supplementary water.

Forky Mountain - Burrabeedee (photo by Vivian Evans), Flickr

To date, there has not been any water recovery from
the Coonabarabran community by the Australian
Government.
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Coonabarabran and surrounds
From the locals’ point of view

Looking back
The first European to see and explore this
area was John Oxley in 1818 on his second
expedition through New South Wales. Oxley’s
exploration led to the discovery of the
Castlereagh River and the Warrumbungle
Mountains and the opening up and settlement
of this district.
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Local Tourism officer, Aileen Bell, said more
than 40 thousand tourists stop at the Visitor
Information Centre in town each year. Many of
these visitors are keen to see the Warrumbungle
National Park, and also Siding Spring observatory.
Joblink Plus Manager Sandra McCaw said that
the attractions around Coonabarabran create

many hospitality jobs and summer months are
always the busiest.
The country can be described as classic,
dry, inland Australia. Most graziers here
predominately run cattle and sheep.
While the ratios may have changed over
the last 30 to 40 years, livestock is the
major agricultural commodity around
this district.
Like many rural towns, Coonabarabran has
had its share of drought and floods. Over the
years, fire has also affected this small, closeknit community.
However, the effects of the 2013 ‘Black
Sunday’ fire that destroyed around 55 homes
around Coonabarabran is still being felt by
many people in the town.
When former Prime Minister Julia Gillard
visited January 2013, she likened the scene to
a ‘lunar landscape’.
The blaze, which started in Warrumbungle
National Park, burnt 56,000 hectares, injured
28 firefighters, and killed hundreds of
livestock over 41 days. At the peak of the
fire, 100 residents were evacuated from the
Coonabarabran area.
Locals here say many people who lost their
homes didn’t rebuild and the event has
affected the ‘spirit’ of the community.

Warrumbungle Shire Council General Manager
Steve Loane says that they are faced with a
real paradox here in Coonabarabran.
‘Our Shire is travelling really well. Last
year we completed $16 million in capital
works. Our previous average has been
$9 million. We have secured some great
government grants.’
‘We have just posted an outstanding $6
million surplus.’ 
Steve Loane
But while council business is tracking well, Mr
Loane said the community is still hurting and
has never recovered from the 2013 fires.
‘Businesses went broke. The Observatory
visitation numbers are down. We lost a lot
of rural infrastructure – 150 sheds were
burnt. Only 12 homes have been rebuilt
and we are still dealing with a lot of
people with depression.’
‘We have discussed this quiet a lot in
Council, and we need to continue to show
community leadership within Council.’

Steve Loane

Managing change —
a business owner’s view
Bruce Henley has been operating
Coonabarabran Rural Supplies for the past 12
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years. He opened his original rural supplies
store in Baradine (45 kilometres north-west
of town) some 28 years ago.
While Bruce said graziers have faced
some tough years recently due to drought,
things are looking up and the agricultural
industry here is optimistic about the
season ahead.
‘We are pretty positive on a rural side.
It has just turned around in the last 18
months. Number one is the rain and
number two is because of the solid stock
prices. It’s about time, and it’s only where
it should be and it still has more to go.’

Bruce Henley
Since he bought the business, he has seen two
competitors leave town.
Bruce also told us that maintaining cashflow
in a rural business is always a struggle when
clients are doing it tough on the land and find
it difficult to pay their bills.
‘The money coming in is so seasonal.
People who have never had debt have
gone into debt as they have borrowed a
lot of money to try and keep their stock
alive. That is why the little guys get out
because it is too much of a struggle.’

Bruce Henley
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Nowadays, Roach’s Hardware is the only
store in town serving hardware needs. The
former manager of the local abattoir and now
assistant manager at Roach’s, Tony Cole, says
the team have worked hard over the last few
years to get people to shop locally.
The store employs nine staff and also
sponsors local sporting groups in town. Tony
told us that the staff numbers have remained
stable over the last few years and they have
seen good growth.
Dubbo is 150 kilometres south west of
Coonabarabran. It is one of a handful
of towns some locals choose to shop at
weekly or monthly. Gunnedah and Narrabri
are also towns that have drawn customers
out of Coonabarabran.
‘We had to scratch our heads about
different ways to bring our prices down
and bring people back into the store. We
have managed to get all our tradies back.
People say they can get a good deal here
in Coonabarabran and we are pretty
Tony Cole
proud of that.’ 

What is happening now?
Geoff Redman is a local accountant at Forsyth’s
in Coonabarabran and has been working in the
area for more than 30 years.

He believes the local economy is ‘quite
stable’ and travellers are an important source
of income.

The aged-care sector is also a significant
source of employment, with more than three
percent of local jobs now in that field.

Since he has been in the district, Geoff says
aggregation of properties is very common in
the Shire.

Cooinda Nursing Home is a privately run
facility that currently accommodates 79
residents. It is the second largest employer in
town with more than 110 staff on the books.

Local Stock and Station Agent and owner of
Ray White Rural, Chris Korff, said the property
market was ‘firm’. He said most places that
went on the market were generally purchased
by the neighbour next door.
‘You are not seeing new people come into
town. You are seeing existing holdings get
bigger. It is rare for people to come into
it fresh.‘
Chris Korff
Chris said that while there weren’t a lot
of corporate purchases of agricultural
property in the region, mining magnate
Gina Rinehart recently bought 20
thousand acres of country south of
Coonabarabran where she is running a
Wagyu cattle operation.

In town, parents have the choice of three
schools. All three have told us that student
numbers are stable and have been that way
for several years.
Relieving Principal Juniata Myers says
Coonabarabran Public School currently has
330 students and while numbers may drop
to 300 next year, the number of students
attending school over the last few years has
been strong.
St Lawrence’s Catholic School has been sitting
at around 110 students for several years.
The Shire’s General Manager, Steve Loane, says
governments at all levels have a role to play
in stopping the drift of rural residents from
country towns.

Chris says graziers around here are
benefitting from the strong stock prices,
however, because they have had several
years of drought in the area, livestock
numbers are dramatically down. It is
estimated that cattle numbers are still down
by 50 percent and sheep by 25 percent.
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